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Abstract 
MAG (an Italian acronym which stands for Musical Genetic Algorithms) is an electronic art piece in which a 
multifaceted software attempts to “translate” musical expression into a corresponding static or animated graphical 
expressions. The mechanism at the base of such “translation” consists in a quite complex and articulated algorithm 
that, in short, is based on artificial learning. Indeed, MAG implements different learning techniques to allow 
artificial agents to learn about music flow by developing an adaptive behaviour. In our specific case, such a 
technique consists of a population of neural networks – one dimensional artificial agents that populate their two 
dimensional artificial world, and which are served by a simple input output control system – that can use both 
genetic and reinforcement learning algorithms to evolve appropriate behavioural answers to an impressively large 
shapes of inputs, through both a fitness formula based genetic pressure, and, eventually, a user-machine based 
feedbacks. More closely, in the first version of MAG algorithm the agents’ control system is a perceptron; the 
world of the agents is a two dimensional grid that changes its dimensions accordingly to the host-screen; the most 
important input artificial agents get (i.e. not necessarily the only one) is the musical wave that any given musical 
file produces, run-time; the output is the behavioural answer that agents produce by moving, and thereby drawing 
on to a computer screen, therefore graphical. The combination of artificial evolution and the flows of a repeated 
song or different musical tunes make it possible for the software to obtain a special relationship between sound 
waves and the aesthetics of consequent graphical results. Further, we started to explore the concept of run-time 
creation of both music and graphical expression. Recently, we developed a software by which it is possible to allow 
any user to create new song versions of popular music with the MusicTiles app simply by connecting musical 
building blocks. This creation of musical expression can happen as a performance (i.e. run-time). When connecting 
the MusicTiles app to the MAG software, we provide the connection and the possibility to melt both musical 
expression and graphical expression in parallel and at run-time, and therefore creating an audio-video performance 
that is always unique. 
Keywords: Playware, Art, Music, Graphics, Artificial Life. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we present the “MAG”1 application, an 
ALife software based on and derived from our previous 
work on the ALife models and work. MAG (i.e. Musical 
Genetic Algorithm, in Italian) is an electronic art piece 
that throughout an automatism translates sound 
expressions into graphical ones. The mechanism behind 
such “translation” is a quite complex algorithm that, 
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synthetically, relies on artificial learning. Indeed, the 
MAG software implements a population of artificial 
agents – living in an artificial world and furnished with 
a simple sensory-motor system – that genetically 
evolves to coherently respond to different inputs, thanks 
to the most classical selective pressure.2  
In the MAG software the agents control system is a 
Perceptron,3 the simplest version of a Neural Network4; 
The world in which such perceptrons are placed is a two 
dimensional grid of adaptive dimensions and with a 
toroidal shape; The main input which the artificial 
organisms respond to is a sound wave; the artificial 
agents’ answer to inputs is a behavioural one where the 
behavior is traced and graphically impressed onto the 
computer screen.  
The combination of artificial evolution and the 
execution of a song or many different songs make it 
possible to achieve at any software execution a special 
and unique relationship between incoming sound waves 
and the consequent emerging graphical expression.  
After having made all possible efforts to reach 
highly aesthetical results, and once obtained such a 
relationship between music and graphics, we developed 
the concept of applying the MAG algorithm to our 
MusicTiles application5, 6 - a software conceived to open 
up music remixes and composition to ordinary people 
and professional users. All of that, because our final 
intention is to research for a mechanism by which any 
kind of user could use a tool for creativity to live 
performing both music and graphics, sound and images. 
2. Technology 
The underlying technologies of the MAG algorithm 
belong to the classic simulative logic with its roots in 
Artificial Life7, and which we already used for artistic 
means8, 9. Within an artificial planet (i.e. a two 
dimension matrix, a chessboard with a toroidal spatial 
geometry) a population of artificial organisms - whose 
N shapes according to the screen size – starts evolving 
and by doing so draws on an “electronic canvas” a 
continuously-transforming image. 
Artificial organisms, that are evolved thanks to a 
Genetic Algorithm10, occupy a Cartesian point of such 
world (i.e. are mono-dimensional) and their central 
nervous system consists of a Perceptron that allows to 
establish a specific relationship between a sensory input 
and a motor output.   
The main input we chose to stimulate such 
perceptrons is a given portion (i.e. of parameterized 
dimensions) of a sound wave, extrapolated run-time 
from any file or direct sound running on the sound 
board. To such input, that numerically speaking is the 
main source of information to all the Perceptrons, the 
user could easily add a different input, such as the 
organism’s distance from one or more landmarks. Such 
landmarks - which are positioned into the world either 
randomly or logically (i.e. at user choice) - create a 
referring point(s) around which the organism can 
navigate or maybe, as in our specific case, “dance”. 
To these, that under all circumstances can be 
considered real inputs, we added different simulation 
options and tunable algorithmic parameters (see Figure 
1) that enrich the behavioral scenario and, consequently, 
the graphic one, transforming each single instance of the 
simulation.  
Indeed, as we can easily imagine observing the 
Control Panel, shown in Figure 1A, there are quite many 
parameters that contribute to define the specificity and 
evolutionary characteristics of the running simulation. 
Some of them act on the agent’s general behavior - for 
example the static or dynamics of the landmarks – and 
others influence the aesthetical result – for example the 
phenotypic expressions of the agents as the tail or the 
color can be. 
 
A. Control Panel B. Data Panel 
Fig. 1. The Control and Data Panels 
 
All the variables shown in the Control Panel can be 
changed run-time, meaning that the user can shape each 
single simulation, making it more or less unrepeatable. 
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Indeed, opening up such a set of variables to users’ 
intervention corresponds to acting on the computed 
fitness gradient - since the fitness is the index by which 
the adaptation coefficient of an artificial agent is 
calculated. By modulating such computation we act on 
the reproductive power of each single organism and, 
therefore, we can change the effective history of the 
running simulation. Each simulation can be monitored 
through a Data Panel – see Figure 1B for an example.  
Music is at the center of the MAG software, that is 
why each simulation starts as soon as an audio stream 
appears (e.g. at the beginning of a song) and produces a 
generational transition as soon as silence interrupts it 
(e.g. at the end of the song). By generational transition 
we mean that the ordinary GA’s process of best 
individual’s fitness selection and reproduction. In our 
algorithm, the reproduction routine applies both 
mutations and cross-over. All of that is repeated for 
each song (i.e. a high significant discontinuity in the 
amplitude of the streaming audio, or silence) and such 
process is reiterated up to when the user consider it 
sufficient, as an aesthetical result. Indeed, as the 
simulative process goes on, one can observe and more 
and more well defined behavioral expression of the 
artificial agents where, most of the times, agents learn to 
“dance” on the sound wave that goes across themselves.  
As shown in the Control Panel (Figure 1A), besides the 
inter-generational selective pressure, it is made possible 
to apply to agent behavior two different forces of 
Reinforcement Learning12, since we were seeking for a 
force able to change the intra-generational behavior of 
our perceptrons. 
The two Reinforcement Learning routines we 
implemented: 
(i) Crash. We apply the RL each time an agent 
crashes against the world borders (i.e. we might 
reward agents that stand in the center of the 
“dance-floor”);    
(ii) Meeting. We apply the RL each time an agent 
crashes against another agent (i.e. we might reward 
agents that do “not smash other agents feet”); 
Both RLs are used and seem to work despite of the 
fact that agents are not always given the possibility of 
sensing the world contours or the mates’ presence. This 
is also because the two behaviors described above start 
to be computed in to the Fitness Formula as soon as 
they are selected as operative. 
In synthesis, to summarize the whole simulation 
flow: 
(i) As soon the MAG is started, the users are 
allowed to choose amongst few basic and 
starting parameters (e.g. number of landmarks); 
(ii) A population of N Perceptrons (according to 
screen size) is initiated; 
(iii) As soon as the sound board is activated, agents 
population is started; 
(iv) Agents, one after the other, receive as input a 
portion of run-time executed sound wave (i.e. 
plotting samples, which is itself a variable) 
(v) For technical reasons, and since the sound 
process is always faster than simulative 
computation, each single agent is fed with a 
different portion of sound and, therefore, has a 
specific and unique input;  
(vi) Agents calculate their behavioral reaction to 
sound and, eventually, other factors (e.g. distance 
to landmarks); 
(vii) Agents calculates their potential movement in the 
Cartesian space and, therefore the fitness of such 
(RL takes place here, eventually); 
(viii) All agents draws their movement; 
(ix) The simulators opens up to any user interaction, 
either regarding functional parameters (i.e. 
Genetics, Fitness Formula, Reinforcement 
Learning, Environmental Parameters, Sound 
Input Choice and Analysis) and non-functional 
ones (i.e. Graphical Output, Feedback Tools, 
Run-Time Data Description, Simulation 
Controls, etc.); 
(x) As soon as the sound board is deactivated (i.e. 
end of files or silence) agents population is 
submitted to a generational transition, which 
means selection, reproduction and mutation; 
This process is re-iterated at the users’ will. 
 
3. Aesthetic Outcome 
The simulation leader decides if, and to what extends, to 
control the graphical outcome of our population of 
agents, leave that decision to emerge from specific 
expressions of agents’ artificial genes or, since the 
whole process can be modified run-time, both. For the 
graphical outcome we intend both the colour and the 
shapes of the drawings. The MAG genes act in such a 
way that part of the phenotypic expressions of the 
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output are controlled by the single agent, while other 
ones (e.g. the background color) might be controlled by 
all agents together. For example, a single agent’s gene 
controls the length of its stepping, while in each cycle 
the algorithm weights up the outputs of the whole 
population and determines the background color (i.e. 
when a specific option has been activated by the users). 
Therefore, the chromatic basis of the agents’ “drawings” 
can either be determined by the user or rely on a genetic 
mechanism. The resulting aesthetical outcomes perform 
a quite impressive range of graphical solution and, 
moreover, is capable of big variations even within one 
single simulation run (see Figure 2 for few examples). 
 
Fig. 2. Some still images from different evolutions of different 
songs. 
 
Aesthetics is (or can be) modified across the time 
and changes accordingly to the interactive process 
enacted the users with genetic components, landmarks, 
reinforcement learning and the other variables but, 
overall, it is influenced and transfigurated by the choice 
of different music flows, that stands for the user 
decision of the sound input which can be determined at 
any given moment along the evolutionary paths initiated 
by the population of artificial agents.  
The MAG software has already found its artistic 
positioning under the form of a preassembled video 
(Gabriele 2012) whose projection rights have been sold 
to different galleries and festivals, all over the world. 
Despite of that, the software itself is under constant 
technical evolution, and in the early future we will 
release an advanced version where the agents 
population will: 
(i) Incorporate three layers Neural Networks, instead 
of the actual Perceptrons (i.e. to reach much more 
complex and articulated movements); 
(ii) From simple input-output organisms agents’ brain 
will be furnished with a neural memory mechanism 
(i.e. to better follow the bit); 
(iii) Each single population will be split into different 
“races”, or different subsets of populations (i.e.  to 
push agents specialization on different frequencies 
of sound analysis). 
4. MusicTiles Interface 
The MusicTiles5 (former MagicTiles6) music app, 
derived from the RoboMusic concept13 and that can be 
used by users of different musical competencies - from 
precipitants to musician to expert composers - to both 
remix songs or experiment with new tunes.  
The MusicTiles app that runs on iPads and iPhones, 
is made of a small number (i.e. more than 3 less than 
10) of virtual music tiles. Each single tile embodies a 
single instrument and each instrument-tile is capable of 
expressing seven different musical solution (i.e. loops) 
or variation of the same one. Every instrument of a 
MusicTiles song is wrapped inside a single tile and, 
therefore, we can have a tile for vocals, one for the 
rhythm guitar, one for the bass, one for the piano, etc. 
At the start, the user is presented with all the tile-
instruments of a given song inside the tiles board with 
the tile-instruments being disconnected from each other 
(see Fig. 3).  
  
 
Fig. 3. MagicTiles for iPad. 
  
Since a tile is disconnected from other tiles, it is not 
active and will not play. Once the user drags and 
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attaches a tile to another (see Fig. 5 left) the two tiles 
get synchronized and are able to play together. 
To actually start the music, the user has to press the 
play/stop icon, positioned at the bottom-right side of the 
screen (see Fig. 3). At this point, the music will keep 
playing and the remaining music tiles can be connected 
to the former two enriching the music scenario of the 
song running. In the same way, by dragging the tiles 
around and rearranging their geometry, the user changes 
the music sequence and flow. 
    
   
Fig. 4. Left: Connecting two tiles. Right: 2-sides connection 
example. 
 
Every tile has 7 music loops, one for each side 
(north side, east side, south side and west side) plus 3 
extra music loops which will play when a tile is 
connected on, respectively, two, three or four sides. In 
this way, as in Fig. 5 left, the Drum tile will play the 
East Side loop and the Guitar tile will play the West 
Side loop, and as in Fig. 5 right, the Drum tile will play 
the 2 Sides loop, the Guitar tile will play the West Side 
loop and the Choir tile will play the North Side loop. 
Likewise, as in Fig. 5 the Drum tile will play 3 Sides 
loop, the Choir tile the North Side loop, the Guitar tile 
will play the West Side loop, and the Bass tile the East 
one. 
 
 
Fig. 5. A 3 Sides connection example. 
 
Growing the number of instruments/tiles 
impressively increase the number of possible 
combinations and out of these simple rules, one obtains 
an extraordinary number of musical possibilities. 
 
5. MAG and MusicTiles App Integration 
Besides all of that, we are at the beginning of a process 
of integration of MAG software with MusicTiles music 
app to explore the concept of run-time composition of 
both music and graphical expression. The idea is to 
allow any user to create musical expression through the 
MusicTiles  (i.e. which can happen run-time as in a 
performance run-time) and, when connecting the 
MusicTiles app to the MAG software, providing he/she 
the possibility to melt both musical expression and 
graphical expression in parallel therefore creating an 
audio-video performance that is always unique. 
6. Discussion and Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented both a new application – 
MAG, which aims to create graphical expression by 
following musical paths - and a previous one - 
MusicTiles, which aims at exploring a new approach to 
music for run-time composition and/or remixing. 
Through such applications any user could create and 
perform both Graphics and Music, on one side, by 
manipulating simulation parameters and, on the other, 
by assembling a number of interactive virtual tiles on 
the screen. After our past efforts in building physical 
interfaces, we decided to conceive a cross-media 
platform to head to cross-modal and cross-sensory 
artistic result. Further evolution of such an approach 
might lead to a combination of both virtual interface 
(i.e. MAG and MusicTiles) with a physical interface.  In 
short, it seems that we instantiated a research process in 
which we are trying to combine different input and 
output methodologies, systems and tools that might lead 
to a broader vision of software and robotic systems with 
an articulated, fluid and bidirectional flow between the 
physical and virtual environment. Indeed, we believe 
that such a fluid and multifaceted representation of a 
single activity may widely enhance the user immersion 
into a one reality that combines multi-sensory activation 
on a physical and a virtual level.  
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